
Category: Technical: Shooting
Difficulty: Academy Sessions

Pro-Club: Steel Sports
Keith Mccready, Kingston, United States of America

Canton Youth Soccer - Shooting Conditioned Games

Organization:
1. 40 x 40 yard area set up as shown
2. 12 players (2 teams of 4 and 4 Goalkeepers) set up as shown
3. 1 ball (Additional around the outside)
Instructions:
Designate two goals to each team
4 vs. 4
Looking to get shot off quickly, shooting on a turn, running with the
ball and shooting, or shooting from distance
This game will be fast paced and will create a lot of second
opportunities
Coaching Points:
Head up to observe position of keeper
Head down at point of contact
Ankle locked, toe down
Contact foot – Instep (laces)
Follow through, landing on striking foot
Progression
Remove a goal from each team so now they are only going to one goal

4 goal game (20 mins)

Set Up-
- Field split into thirds
- Only one defender allowed in same zone infront of goalie (create
overloads)
- Reset point is always with keeper
- Support players in attack, outnumber the defender
Coaching Points:
- Receive back foot (towards goal or away from pressure)
- Shoot when clear line opens up and we're in range
- Movement to create space (technical part)
- Support players in attack

Shots from distance (20 mins)

Set Up:
2 teams shoot on 5 goals. Large goal with keeper and 4 small
goals in corners of 18 yard box.
1 point for scoring in small goal. 3 points forscoring on large goal.
If keeper makes a save ball played into middle of field. If ball goes
out of bounds coach plays new ball into field of play.
Coaching Points:
Heads up, body position to receive, first touch, movement to
receive and support.
Quick reacton of whether to pass or shoot.
Accuracy and correct weight on pass or shot, follow through.
Look for teammates making runs towards goals.
Progression:
Place balls all along the outside of grid. As soon as change of
possession, goal or out of bounds, opposing team has 3 seconds
to put new ball on outside into play.

4 Gates and goal (20 mins)



Set Up:
4 goals around field with 4 teams of 3 players (+ 1 GK).
Aim: Each team will defend 1 goal and attack the other 3. Teams
can combine to score in any other goal. Result for each team is
goals scored vs goals against.
GK can move from goal to goal and defend where ever they want
Scoring past GK = 2 goals. Empty net finish = 1 goal
Coaching Points:
- Press high in groups to win ball
- Positive attitude to goal
- Awareness of space/pressure - recognize goalscoring
opportunities
- Control ball and get balanced before striking

4 goals 1 Goalie (20 mins)

Set up:
Players play 4v4 going to goal with keeper. The objective of the
players is to play to a lay off player on the outside before they take
their shot on the target.
Tactical Coaching Points:
Movement off the ball to support teammates should be positive
Your body postion should be facing the play
Find the quickest way to goal.
1 time or 2 touch finish
Assess the situation and know where you will shoot before you
shoot.

Bounce Players (20 mins)

Set Up:
5 v 5 + GK, shot from own half on target worth 1 goal, goal from
other half worth 2 goals, after team shoots, coach plays in another
ball
Coaching Points:
Timing of shot
Aggression- power
Positive attitude- be prepared to shoot and miss

Close to goal (25 mins)



Set Up:
2 v 2, score by shooting into either goal, after team shoots they
collect another ball
Coaching Points:
Aggression- power
Positive attitude
Must be prepared to shoot and miss
Speed of play and speed of reaction todifferent situations

Continuous soccer (25 mins)
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